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1. Follow up of projects with joint financing 
Questions to discuss: 
x Are the cooperative projects delivering? 
x Are there any administrative/contractual obstacles?/Administrative obstacles? 
 
Introduction by John Litynski and Bjørn-Erik Haugan 

The US-Norway bilateral meeting is important for the recent DOE NETL awards for new technologies 
to come to TCM for testing. Fluor, RTI, SRI, MTR and TDA are new technologies that now plan for 
testing at TCM. 

The SINTEF-TCM scale up pathway – US/NOR bilateral CO2 capture projects  
Presented by Aslak Einbu, SINTEF 
SINTEF and TCM work under a collaboration agreement. SINTEF has been working with Aker 
Solutions on solvent development up to the level of MTU (Mobile Test Unit) size and in addition 
worked with several the US partners up to the Tiller Test facility. The next step for development of 
these technologies are testing at TCM. He emphasised the importance of transfer of knowledge from 
SINTEF to TCM. He suggests that TCM personnel could be observes in SINTEF projects to make the 
transfer to TCM smoother.  
 
The US-Norway cooperation has been important for infrastructure development at SINTEF. Piloting 
of degradation rig is one example. Emission is one important area where SINTEF has unique 
expertise.  
 
Meetings such as the NETL yearly meeting, CLIMIT Summit and MoU meetings are important for 
knowledge exchange and facilitation of cooperation. Budgets for face to face meetings e.g. twice a 
year in addition to skype meeting is important for good collaboration projects. 
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The dual funding scheme with DOE NETL award and separate CLIMIT awards is challenging. Several of 
the last proposals to CLIMIT has failed both to CLIMIT R&D and CLIMIT Demo. It was questioned if US 
focus on lower TRL technologies could further challenge the collaboration on the funding side.  
 
The US has joined the ACT consortium. This will give new possibilities for joint projects. 
 
ION Experience 
Presented by Buz Brown 
ION Engineering has done several test campaigns at TCM in addition to close SINTEF interaction. He 
informed about successful cooperation with TCM and SINTEF and pointed at several practical 
challenges that needs to be solved in this kind of cooperation, such as: 

x Different legal systems in US-Norway 
x Budget accounting for persons to stay in Norway for longer period 
x Customs regarding import of solvent to be tested 

 
CLIMIT bilateral funding involving non-Norwegian entities 
Presented by Hans Jørgen Vinje 
Hans Jørgen Vinje continued the discussion on dual funding scheme for US-Norway projects. 
Important criteria for the CLIMIT Board are that the project has a value for the Norwegian society 
and that industry is a part of the project. He emphasized that CLIMIT Demo has limited resources 
that shall cover capture, transport and storage. He stated that applications using the same strategy 
and form as previously supported applications, does not automatic result in new approvals. He 
encouraged the applicants to contact the secretariat to discuss the possibilities in advance of 
submitting the applications.   
 
NETL recent awards and contractual conditions and flow downs 
Presented by Lynn Brickett 
Lynn Brickett informed about the DOE approval process and several administrative and practical 
issues that needs to be taken into account for the funded projects with Norway collaboration.  

x DOE funds testing at TCM, and TCM is regarded as sub-recipient in these applications.  
x The funded projects are cost share projects and minimum 20% non-DOE funding is required. 

DOE has accepted reduced cost share in earlier years. 
x Contracts are negotiated with contract officer. DOE is working for knowledge transfer from 

earlier US-Norway projects  
x Be aware of 

o Travel regulations for longer periods abroad (GSA?) 
o EU chemical regulation in connection with import of solvent for testing at TCM 
o VAT accounting for transfer to Norway 
o Reporting to TCM 
o The USA contractor is responsible for the TCM contract (not a part of the DOE 

contract) 

2. Roundtable discussion: A shift towards enabling and emerging (lower TRL) 
Technologies, which are they 

Questions to discuss: 
x Assessment methods and criteria, Technical Economic Assessment (TEA) and Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI) for these technologies?  
x Areas of common interest for future R&D cooperative initiatives and co-founding:  actively 

search for cofounding opportunities 
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Summary from the roundtable discussions: Mike Masuszewski; NETL, Tim Merkel; MTR, Åse 
Slagtern; The Research Council of Norway, Aslak Einbu; SINTEF, Lynn Brickett; DOE, Hans Jørgen 
Vinje; Gassnova 

It was focused on simulation and intelligent prediction of technology that can e.g. be achieved 
through CCSI2 (simulation tool for emerging technologies developed by NETL). Results from this 
modelling can guide in which directions R&D should move, and quantify the uncertainties outside the 
thermodynamics. SINTEFs techno economic modelling tool was also mentioned. 

There were discussions on modularization and membranes. Interesting ways forward are 3D printing 
of membrane internals, and self-assembly of membranes. Dynamic operation and how this will 
influence the capture technology is an important factor.  Processes that can capture transient/rapid 
shift in flows or in concentration of flue gas constituents 

As important research areas, it was pointed at the need for process integration, waste heat 
utilization, solvent degradation and improved contactors with tailored solvents. The Norcem plant 
using waste heat for the capture process accounting for 50% capture of the CO2 emissions is a good 
example. Process intensification and process evaluation fit for purpose for emerging technologies to 
identify benefits. The most needed R&D directions were also discussed. The need for pre-treatment 
before capture process and the robustness of different technologies were also subjects for the 
discussions.  

Lynn pointed at the TEA as an instrument for DOE to evaluate the projects. TEA has its challenges 
with accuracy, but it will help drive the direction of the project. Future focus can be more 
environmental solvents, hybrid processes with combination of sorbents and membranes to give 
more cost-effective processes. 

The use of TEA was discussed as a way of assessing processes. Projects funded by DOE are required 
to update TEA each year. This leads to modification of the project and more realistic estimates.  

CO2 utilization was briefly mentioned and technologies that meet utilization feed requirements. This 
is one possible future area for technologies collaboration that should be explored more. Other areas 
for future collaboration were partial capture approaches, advanced manufacturing as well as 
emerging and enabling technologies. 

  


